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The kayak's always
moving, so you've got
no time to set up.

Above: Ralph's Million Dollar Rothko
Right: Netted
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INSPIRATION

Having looked at the many
portfolios and projects on your
website (www.edwinarichards.com),
I think your photography has a
distinctive creative style, but there’s
also great variety in the types of work
you’ve done. What have you been
doing most recently?
In early March we had the public opening of
an exhibition in the brand new Singleton Arts
and Cultural Centre, near my home town of
Newcastle. It was part of the [$4 million]
centre’s inaugural show, displaying my photos
along with the beautiful paintings of Debbie
Becker. The exhibition was called We Are
Singleton: Portrait of a Town – a commission to
celebrate the rich diversity of people who call
Singleton home. The centre has been built on
a flood plain, and the rain that devastated a lot
of other areas at that time had the locals filling
sandbags and hoping for the best. But in the end
we were very lucky and the rising Hunter River
held its banks.

Is there a recent project that, by
contrast, demonstrates your range?
A recent University of Newcastle/Darkinjung
Aboriginal Land Council/Saving Our Species
commission had me working on a project about
local endangered flora. We were addressing a bit
of a problem with messaging around endangered
plant life – how to raise awareness about plants
that aren’t cuddly and don’t have cute faces.
People don’t tend to care about them unless they

can eat them, or they have an animal associated
with them. We were trying to explore new ways to
raise these issues more interactively.
With that project came a lot of trudging around
swamplands and I had time to watch things in
nature very closely, so I also ended up with a
body of work called Surface Tension – mainly
macro shots of water bugs and plays of light on
the water. I had about three hours before the
leeches won.

You’ve also been quite heavily
involved in photo education,
encouraging other people to use
photography in interesting ways.
Can you tell us about that?
I’ve been doing what I’d loosely describe
as social documentary projects with local
communities and councils, aimed at engaging
sometimes marginalised sections of the
community through photography in various ways,
particularly in regional Australia. I’ve always been
interested in photo-based community projects,
and have been working with fellow photographer
Hilda Bezuidenhout. Through Covid and other
hurdles, we produced an eight-week project
through Central Coast Council called InterGen,
which involved teenagers and members of
an over-60s camera club. There were about
30 people working together towards a show held
at Gosford Regional Gallery last year. We had
all sorts of preconceived ideas and worries,
but as soon as we put the two groups together,
the connections and results were amazing.

Previous: The Brothers
Left: Bloom (iambloom) #2.
Portraits of artist/singer/musician/activist Bloom / iambloom (Mia Bloom).
Collaboration with Art Director / Stylist Julie Grant, for the project Against The Grain.
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LOCATIONS

The Sydney Opera House is an endlessly-varied source of photographic inspiration. It can be a challenge to find an aspect that is not already a cliché.

You're never far
from a photo
opportunity
when you're
exploring
the harbour
foreshore.
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Some of the sandstone buildings in The Rocks
area, located just beyond Cadman's Cottage
and the MCA, date back to the beginning of
the colony. Renovations during the 1970s have
helped to preserve the historic buildings of the
first settlement, while transforming the area
into a commercial and tourist precinct.
The close proximity to Circular Quay and
the views of the Harbour Bridge makes the Rocks
very popular with tourists. Consequently, the area
contains many souvenir and craft shops, along
with a scattering of themed and historic pubs.
Susannah Place Museum is a block of four
terrace houses built in 1844. The terraces show
the evolution of occupation over 150 years,
while the displays document the urban
working class community in The Rocks.
There are numerous historic walks
through the area, including one that takes
you to Observatory Hill and the Dawes Point
Battery, the colony's first fortification that was

established in 1791. Located adjacent to the
southern pylon of the Sydney Harbour Bridge,
the area is now parkland.
The south-east pylon of the Harbour Bridge
can be accessed via the pedestrian walkway
across the bridge followed by a climb to the
top of the pylon of about 200 steps. It contains
an exhibition of the history of the bridge and
has an observation deck with fine views over
Circular Quay and the harbour.

What gear to take
Travel light if you plan to cover all the places listed
above. A single camera with a standard zoom lens
should be all you need. Aim to cover a zoom range
roughly equivalent to 24-150mm in 35mm format.
The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority
Regulation 2006 (NSW) prohibits people from
using a camera for commercial purposes in a
'public area' without the Authority’s permission.
This ban applies to foreshore areas that include

LOCATIONS

The Harbour Bridge makes an attractive background to scenes of human activities.

Darling Harbour, Circular Quay, the Rocks and
Luna Park. Non-compliance can result in a fine.
Recreational photographers aren't
affected by this prohibition but it is still
wise to keep a low profile. For details of
the regulations, visit the Sydney Foreshore
Authority (www.shfa.nsw.gov.au).
When you want to be inconspicuous,
experience has shown mirrorless
interchangeable-lens cameras fit the bill
better than DSLRs. They’re usually smaller
than similarly-specified DSLRs, and, with
their electronic shutters, can operate silently,
whereas the mirror slap of an SLR camera
always produces that audible 'click'.
Touch screens can be handy for triggering
shots when you want to shoot on the sly or in
crowded situations when it's difficult to use
the viewfinder. They will also allow you to shoot
with the camera held high or low for interesting
angles of approach.
As Sydney's main gateway Circular Quay is a great place to observe both locals and visitors in the hustle and bustle of
a busy transport hub.
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SHOOTING TIPS

Compared with
even 4K video,
8K creates
roughly four
times as
much data
frame-on-frame.
This illustration, created from actual frame grabs, shows the relative frame sizes – with the associated file sizes below
each – comparing 8K, 4K and 2K (Full HD) video resolutions. Each clip was recorded at 25 fps.

Major beneficiaries of 8K will include
professionals who want to extract high-resolution
still images from video. For wedding and event
photographers the 7680 x 4320 pixel frame grabs
will give them 33.2-megapixel images to work
with, compared with 8.3-megapixel frames
when shooting 4K video. Furthermore, if they
shoot with the camera’s RAW movie format,
high bit depths (10- or 12-bit) will record more
colour data.
Sports and wildlife photographers could also
take advantage of 8K video recording as a
proxy for high-speed shooting. But this would
only be worthwhile if the video frame rate
was faster than the camera’s maximum burst
speed since the resulting frames would have a
widescreen (16:9 or 17:9) aspect ratio, which
may not suit the subject.
While some 8K TV sets have been shown
internationally, for most viewers 4K represents
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the upper limit of useful screen resolution.
It’s doubtful viewers will be able to see any
difference between 4K and 8K at normal
viewing distances for even a 75-inch screen,
where the optimal viewing distance is a
little over three metres. The box on page 39
explains why this is so.
In fact, correctly exposed and edited HD
material can often look better than average
quality 4K movie. Editors may like 8K, but it's
effectively useless for the average consumer.

8K downsides
While we’ve become comfortable with using 4K
video, 8K presents plenty of challenges, most of
them associated with file sizes and the amount
of processing power you’ll need at every part of
your video production workflow. Compared with
even 4K video, 8K creates roughly four times as
much data frame-on-frame.

SHOOTING TIPS

Optimal screen viewing distances

This diagram shows the optimal viewing angles for a 55-inch TV set with 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution (left), compared with a 4K screen of the same size.

Although how far you sit from a TV screen can depend on the room
size and your personal viewing preferences, for the best viewing
experience, the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers
recommends sitting at a distance where the screen fills up a minimum
of 30° of your field of vision. For watching movies, sitting a little
closer – with the screen filling about 40% of your field of view
– could provide a more ‘immersive’ experience.
However, it’s essential to take account of screen resolution
on viewing distances. If you sit too close, the image will appear
pixelated whereas if you sit too far away your eyes may not be
able to resolve the image.
Again, there’s a balance; sitting close enough to see individual
pixels can be a bit like watching the movie through a flyscreen door.
This will happen much sooner with a 2K display. With 4K and 8K
TV screens, the high density of the display makes this much less
likely to happen – even if you’re sitting very close. For that reason,
content aside, 8K only really makes sense when you’re viewing a
really big screen and sitting close to it.
The situation is different for computer monitors, where the best
viewing distance for an average person is between 1.5 to 2.5 times
the diagonal screen measurement. Sit too close and your field of
view won’t cover the entire screen, so you’ll need to move your
head constantly to see it all. This causes neck strain and fatigue.
Closer viewing distances are possible with higher-resolution
monitors that have higher pixel densities. But even then, if you sit
too close you may notice individual pixels – but you’re also likely to
get eye strain.
Sit too far away and you lose the benefit of high-resolution
screens. Details will blur and you won’t pick up variations in image
quality. The table to the right shows the optimal viewing distances
for three popular widescreen (16:9) monitor sizes.

Display
size

Resolution

Pixel density
(ppi)

Minimum
viewing
distance

27-inch

1920 x 1080

82 ppi

107 cm

2560 x 1440

109 ppi

81 cm

3840 x 2160 (4K)

163 ppi

53 cm

1920 x 1080

79 ppi

112 cm

3840 x 2160 (4K)

157 ppi

56 cm

1920 x 1080

70 ppi

124 cm

2560 x 1440

93 ppi

94 cm

3840 x 2160 (4K)

140 ppi

64 cm

6016 x3384 (6K)

218 ppi

41 cm

3840 x 2160 (4K)

104 ppi

84 cm

28-inch

32-inch

43-inch

Note: the minimum viewing distance will decrease slightly for curved monitor
screens. In addition, the type of panel has very little effect on viewing distance,
although it will influence the viewing angle.

Professional users
have the most to gain
from 8K.
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INSIDER

Bit depth and
colour gamut
WE EXPLAIN THE MEANINGS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
OF TWO COMMONLY-USED TERMS THAT ARE OFTEN
MISUNDERSTOOD BY PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Margaret Brown

W

hen used in imaging, bit depth
quantifies the number of discrete
colours (hues and tones) that can
be reproduced in a digital image. The term ‘bit’
refers to the way computers handle data in
ones and zeros, while ‘depth’ implies a range.
In computer language, a single bit can only
represent 1 or 0; in a pixel it would be either
pure black or pure white.
Continuing in computer language, each time
another bit is added, the number of possible
combinations doubles; so for two bits you get
00, 01, 10, and 11, with three bits it’s 000, 001,
010, 011, 100, 101, 110, and 111 – or eight
possible combinations. In general, the number
of possible choices is 2 raised to the power of
the number of bits. In that context, 8-bit depth
represents 256 separate intensity values.
When you’re working in black and white
(‘greyscale’) you’re only dealing with one
gradient – from pure black to pure white.
The illustration on this page shows how
increasing the bit depth gradually changes
our perception of the image from a series of
separate blocks at low bit depths to a visually
continuous range of tones by 8-bit depth.
Because colour images require separate
channels for the red, green and blue bands of
the visible spectrum we generally discuss colour
depth on the basis of the bit depth per channel.
Since JPEGs are 8-bit files, this means 256
tonal values will be recorded for each colour.
Combining all three colour channels results in
8-bit JPEGs that contain more than 16 million
(256 x 256 x 256) colours.
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However, even 16,777,216 distinctive hues
and tones may not be able to record the full
tonal range you can discern on a bright, sunny
day, especially when on a beach or a snow-clad
hillside. That range is much higher than most
camera sensors can capture so if you meter on
the average mid-tones, the highlights will likely
be ‘clipped’ to pure white and the shadows
‘blocked-up’ to pure black.
Cameras that can record raw files will
save them at higher bit depths, usually 12-bit
or 14-bit. which will provide scope for extending
this range. Some cameras provide a choice
of two bit depths. Image editors usually open

a 12 or 14-bit raw file at 16-bit depth
because there are significant advantages
in being able to work at higher bit depths,
even though you may not see a difference
between 8-bit JPEGs and 16-bit TIFFs on
the monitor’s screen, especially if it is
8-bit only.
Most image editors let you examine
colour channels separately so you can check
each one’s tonal balance. In each display,
the dominant hues will appear lighter in tone,
while the areas with the lowest level of the
selected colour appear dark. (Colour saturation
plays no role in tonal distributions.)

Note how the visible steps in tones at bit depths between 1-bit and 4-bits gradually fade to become continuous tones by
8-bit depth. This explains the choice of 8-bits for JPEG images; tonal transitions are effectively invisible to human eyes.

INSIDER

This illustration shows a typical colour image split into the three colour channels.
Note: since its purpose is to show tonal distribution, each channel appears in greyscale.

The adjusted 8-bit JPEG image, which has a limited tonal range, is shown at the top with its associated histogram.
Below it is a similarly adjusted 16-bit TIFF file from a raw original. In both images, the image tones have been ‘stretched’
by pulling in the ends of the original histogram. The resulting posterisation is clear in the JPEG image, where the sharp
peak in the histogram (circled in red) shows where tones have ‘dropped out’, leaving detail-free bands in the sky.
No banding is seen in the raw file below, which retains its full tonal gamut, as shown in its histogram.
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COMPETITIONS

Camellia
By Blane Coulcher
Olympus OM-D E-M1 Mk II; 60mm Macro; ISO 250;
ƒ/9; 1/15

In these challenging times I look closer to home to
find inspiration just as our Camellias came into bloom.
I wanted to challenge a new Macro lens and take a
closer insight into the beautiful curves, and unfurling,
revealing layers of these sensual flowers.
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Don’s response
To paraphrase Sigmund Freud, sometimes a
flower is just a flower. And sometimes a clever
photographer like Blane Coulcher can show you
the world in such a way as to cause you perhaps
to think otherwise.

COMPETITIONS

A fly eating a fly
By Ros Osborne
Olympus E-M1 Mark ll; 60mm macro lens

Towards the end of each year, long-legged flies
appear in our back garden. I love the challenge of
photographing them! I go looking for them at the time
of day when the sun will highlight their vibrant colours
and wait for them to land somewhere where there is a
non-distracting background. As these insects are quite
small, it was only after downloading this particular
photo that I discovered this fly was eating another
much smaller fly. What a bonus!

Don’s response
What a catch! One of the things I love
about macro photography is that you don't
need to go any further than your back garden
to find exquisitely beautiful subjects like
this fly and its hapless prey. Of course, you
have to be observant and very patient too.
But as photographer Ros Osborne notes,
the challenge of capturing a picture like this
is all part of the fun. Is it just me, or can I
make out Ros's reflection in the metallic
looking upper thorax?
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